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[CLL203] _________ are those legal enactments that were not made by law makers 
themselves but by delegated authority
Subsidary legislation

[CLL203] The Federal territory of Lagos made its cooperative law in what year?
1958

[CLL203] Nigeria operates with the Cooperative Ordinance Act, Number 6 of 1935 till 
date
No, the right Law is Section 35 of the 1999 constitution

[CLL203] Law is a body of rules, either from formal enactment or from customs, which 
a particular state or community recognizes as binding on its subjects or members.
TRUE'

[CLL203] Rules of procedure may be one of two types. Either those which affect the 
interests or rights outside of service; or those which have to do with purely 
administrative operations within the service. Is this a  True or false statement?
False, because its both types together and not one or the other

[CLL203] The authority of making fundamental decisions in respect to location and 
exercise of the general functions of direction, supervision and control of administration 
rests with_________
The Legislature

[CLL203] The Executive power function is that of actually administering the law as 
declared by the legislative and interpreted by the Judicial arm of government
This statement is a definition of Administrative function

[CLL203] __________ are the principal and subsidiary legislations drawn from the 
cooperative principles  in the law or available to the relevant government department in 
cooperative administration.
Cooperative Legislation

[CLL203] ________ Are legal enactments made by the law makers of the country 
toward cooperative administration
Principal legislation

[CLL203] In February 1974, the ______________ was promulgated for the 
establishment of a cooperative development division the decree also empowered the 
appointment of a federal registrar of cooperative societies and his supporting staff.
the cooperative development decree No5
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